NOTES:
1. A rectangle of white paint 5" high and long enough to allow 1" margin on each end of numbers, shall be placed as a background, parallel to the top of curb at the edge of the curb radius and on the vertical curb face.
   (a) Background paint must be completely dry before applying black numbers.
2. Numbers shall be standard gothic style 4", black in color with a 1/2" top and bottom margin.
3. Numbering should be placed on the curb 3' from the top of driveway towards the center of property or, if no driveway it should be placed adjacent to the entrance walkway or approximately center of lot.
   (a) If there is an existing house number, it may be renewed at its present location.
4. Paint shall be as recommended by the manufacturer as suitable for application on concrete.
5. Curb will be thoroughly cleaned prior to applying paint.